Sonographically guided metalic clip placement for tumour localization in early breast cancer patients undergoing neoadjuvant chemotherapy.
To determine the outcome of sonographically-guided indigenous low-cost metallic clip placement for tumour localisation in patients of early breast cancer undergoing neoadjuvant chemotherapy. . The prospective analytical study was conducted at the Institute of Nuclear Medicine and Oncology, Lahore, Pakistan, from May 2016 to December 2017, and comprised biopsy-proven breast cancer cases. Under sonographic guidance, metallic clips were placed as markers within the lesions before their scheduled preoperative neoadjuvant chemotherapy. The procedure was performed using an 18 gauge lumbar puncture needle and 25 gauge needle by a locally devised simple and cost-effective technique. Post-procedure mammography was performed to confirm the location of clips within the lesions and to evaluate its role in imaging assessment of treatment response after neo adjuvant chemotherapy. SPSS 20 was used for data analysis. There were 30 women with a mean age of 40.43+11.35 years (range: 21-60 years). These women had 32 lesions with a mean size of 26.72+9.85mm (range: 8-58mm). Breast conserving surgery was performed on 28(87.5%) lesions and negative margins were achieved in all these cases. Modified radical mastectomy was performed on 4(12/5%) non-responding lesions. No complication was noted in association with metallic clip placement, and the clips were easily visualised on mammograms without causing any interference with treatment response. Sonographically-guided metallic clip placement by a simple indigenously devised technique before neoadjuvant chemotherapy was found to be a well-tolerated, safe and cost-effective method for accurate preoperative localisation of tumour bed and to assess response to therapy.